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A) Hydodynamics vs Semi-Hard minijets 
B) Recombination vs Fragmention 
C) Semi-Hard mini-jets and pQCD 

Workshop on Critical Examination of RHIC Paradigms 
April 14-17, 2010, Austin 

n  There were lots of discussion on meaning of structures of 2PC 
n  Jet-like, ridge-like, mach-cone, medium-response,… 
n  Hydro-picture is also scrutinized as 2PC is used to extract v2. 

Suppressed jet  +  double-hump ridge 

+ 2v2
t v2

b cos2Δϕ = 2PC 

Before dawn era: 
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http://pos.sissa.it/cgi-bin/reader/conf.cgi?confid=111 

State-of-minds are captured by commentaries 



Paradigm shift with the realization of importance of initial state fluct, 
and consequently higher-order harmonic flow (Alver, Roland) 
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n  Large number of flow observablesè 

 factorization breaking/decorrelation, sub-leading flow,  

n  Rich dynamics in longitudinal direction vn(η), Φn(η) è  

n  New analysis techniques: unfolding, shape engineering. 



Correlation between phases: p(Φn,Φm,…) 6 

n  Correlations exist in the initial geometry 

n  Mostly generated during hydro evolution via non-linear mixing: 
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p(Φn, Φm) and p(Φn, Φm, Φk) 
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Teaney & Yan 
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p(Φn, Φm) and p(Φn, Φm, Φk) 
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Teaney & Yan 
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Φ2
* and Φ3

* ~ uncorrelated 



p(Φn, Φm) and p(Φn, Φm, Φk) 
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p(Φn, Φm) and p(Φn, Φm, Φk) 
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Compare to Uli’s E-by-e hydro calculation 

n  Reproduce correlations between two planes: Φn, Φm 
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Compare to Uli’s E-by-e hydro calculation 

n  Reproduce correlations between three planes: Φn, Φm, Φk 
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Flow magnitude correlation: p(vn,vm) 
n  Correlating low-pT vn with high-pT vn 

n  boomerang consistent with stronger viscous damping at higher pT. 
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Flow magnitude correlation: p(vn,vm) 
n  Correlating low-pT vn with high-pT vn 

n  boomerang consistent with stronger viscous damping at higher pT. 

n  Correlating low-pT vn with high-pT vn for fixed centrality 
n  Linear response between vn and εn. 
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Fix size and change shape 



p(vn,vm) within fixed centrality/system-size 

Anti-correlation between v2 and v3 
Large ε2 reduce ε3àseen in Glauber model 
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  v4e
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i4Φ*
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Quadratic correlation between v2 and v4 
n  Non-linear mode mixing  

centrality centrality 



n  Qualitatively reproduced by the EbyE hydro. 
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1607.01732 

centrality centrality 



p(vn) distribution in fixed centrality 18 

p(v2)  p(v4)  p(v3)  

JHEP11(2013)183 

n  Directly probes the initial condition. 



Non-Gaussianity in the p(v2) distribution 
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n  Reflected by a 1-2% change 
beyond 4th order cumulants 

<v2>≈k<ε2> 

B-G fit 

ATLAS Data 

Non-Bessel Gaussian 
behavior  

•  Linear+cubic response between v2 & ε2?. 
•  unclear whether this exhausts all the feature of p(v2)? 
•  Clearly more important in smaller system 

Jean-Yves et.al 1511.03896 



Longitudinal flow dynamics 
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Curtsey of L.Pang and X.N Wang,  EbyE 3D hydro+AMPT condition 



Three types of longitudinal correlations 

n  d 
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!ε2
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B
!Ψ2
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B(a) (b) (c) 

η direction η direction η direction 

Asymmetry in multiplicity Asymmetry in flow magnitude Torque/twist of flow plane 
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Consequences: 



Two-particle correlation observables 

Most general form in angular space:  C(η1, η2, Δϕ)  
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!!
C(η1,η2,Δφ)=CN(η1,η2) 1+2 VnΔ(η1,η2)cosnΔφ

n
∑⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

!!
CN(η1,η2)=

N η1( )N η2( )
N η1( ) N η2( )

FB Multiplicity fluctuation 

Driven by Npart asymmetry  

FB flow fluctuation 

VnΔ (η1,η2 ) = vn (η1)vn (η2 )cosn Φn (η1)−Φn (η2 )[ ]

Driven by twist & asymmetry of εn  
!!
r(η ,ηref )=

VnΔ(−η ,ηref )
VnΔ(η ,ηref )CMS observable: ATLAS observable 



           2nd-order flow in PbPb 

n  e 
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n  Linear function except in most central collisions 
n  Slope decreases then increases from central to peripheral 



           3rd-order flow in PbPb 

n  De-correlation independent of centrality 
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Separate asymmetry and twist contributions 
n  Select asymmetry and twist based on eccentricity vector in AMPT 

n  Cut on asymmetry : Δε2= ε2
F- ε2

B, cut on twist: ΔΨ2= Ψ2
F-Ψ2

B  
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asymmetry contribution > 50% of the twist contribution.  
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AMPT b=8fm 
4.4<|ηb|<5 

Small asym, small twist 
Large asym, small twist 
Small asym, large twist 
Large asym, large twist 



0th-order: FB multiplicity asymmetry 
n  dN/dη shape reflects asymmetry in num. of F-B sources  
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matter p Pb 

arXiv:1508.00848 

Measure FB asymmetry fluctuation event-by-event? 



Pseudorapidity correlation function 27 

!!
C =

N η1( )N η2( )
N η1( ) N η2( ) = RS η1( )RS η2( )

events

RS η( ) ≡ N(η)
N(η)

Single particle distribution 

Disentangles statistical fluctuation from dynamical fluctuation 

Mixed events 

Can also do multi-particle correlations:  Bzdak, Bozek, Broniowski1509.02967,1509.04124 



Leading-order contribution 28 

!!
C =

N η1( )N η2( )
N η1( ) N η2( ) = RS η1( )RS η2( )

events

RS η( ) ≡ N(η)
N(η)

Single particle distribution 

Mixed events 
		≈1+ a1η1a1η2

		≈1+a1η

R
S

 

η 

Event 1 

Event 2 

		=1+ a1
2 η1η2

Disentangles statistical fluctuation from dynamical fluctuation 

Can also do multi-particle correlations:  Bzdak, Bozek, Broniowski1509.02967,1509.04124 



Properties of multiplicity correlation 29 

Δη=η1-η2~0 

Short-range correlation 

Long range correlation 

= 

= 

		CN =1+δ SRC +δ LRC

	δ LRC

	δ SRC

		≈1+ a1
2 η1η2Consistent with 



Dependence on Nch and collision systems 30 

SRC LRC 

SRC controlled by num. of sources LRC controlled by FB asymmetry of sources 

Expect 1/√N for independent-source emission 



Dependence on Nch and collision systems 31 

SRC LRC 

SRC controlled by num. of sources LRC controlled by FB asymmetry of sources 

Ø  SRC: more pair/source for smaller system 
Ø  LRC: 1/√N behavior independent of collision system 

n  Fit with 

Expect 1/√N for independent-source emission 



Compare with PYTHIA8 and EPOS-LHC 

n  Tuned to dN/dη and Nch  
     distribution via MPI 
 

n  Models: 
n  Over-estimate the SRC 
n  Under-estimate the LRC 
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Compare with PYTHIA8 and EPOS-LHC 

n  Tuned to dN/dη and Nch  
     distribution via MPI 
 

n  Models: 
n  Over-estimate the SRC 
n  Under-estimate the LRC 
n  LRC in EPOS is very small, no longitudinal dynamics 
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Summary 

n  Toward Uli’s Little Bang standard model 
n  Transverse correlations via EbyE observables provide detailed info on the 

space-time picture and properties of the medium 

n  Longitudinal correlations directly probe rapidity structure of initial condition 
& mechanism for rapidity transports. 

n  3+1D boost-variant EbyE viscous hydro to take advantage of the rich 
information. 

n  Are we there yet? 
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VISH2+1D à EbyE VISH2+1D  à EbyE VISH3+1D 

2007 2011 ? 


